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Beyond the Silk Roads Jan 28 2020 Small-scale traders play a crucial role in forging Asian connectivity,
forming networks and informal institutions separate from those driven by nation-states, such as China's
Belt and Road Initiative. This ambitious study provides a unique insight into the lives of the mobile
traders from Afghanistan who traverse Eurasia. Reflecting on over a decade of intensive ethnographic
fieldwork, Magnus Marsden introduces readers to a dynamic yet historically durable universe of
commercial and cultural connections. Through an exploration of the traders' networks, cultural and
religious identities, as well as the nodes in which they operate, Marsden emphasises their ability to
navigate Eurasia's geopolitical tensions and to forge transregional routes that channel significant
flows of people, resources, and ideas. Beyond the Silk Roads will interest those seeking to understand
contemporary iterations of the Silk Road within the context of geopolitics in the region. This title is
also available as Open Access.
Gate of Horn, Book of Silk Sep 25 2019 In this companion guide, Michael Andre-Driussi illuminates Gene
Wolfe's Book of the Long Sun and Book of the Short Sun science fiction series through dictionary-style
entries on the characters, gods, locations, themes, and timelines of the novels. Gate of Horn, Book of
Silk, is organized in two parts, with the first half covering the Long Sun series (Nightside the Long
Sun, Lake of the Long Sun, Calde of the Long Sun, and Exodus from the Long Sun) and the second half
covering the Short Sun series (On Blue's Waters, In Green's Jungles, and Return to the Whorl).
"Languages of the Whorl," a section between the two parts, covers all the dialect, slang, and foreign
terms used in the books--thieves' cant, flier language, Tick's talk, and more. Ten maps and diagrams are
included. This is Michael Andre-Driussi's third guidebook to the rich tapestries of Gene Wolfe's worlds.
As fans of of Lexicon Urthus and The Wizard Knight Companion have noted, that each book is both a
convenient tool for a question while re-reading the novels but also an enjoyable read in its own right,
from A to Z.
The Silk Roads Sep 05 2020 Take an intrepid journey through the history of the Silk Roads with this
brilliant reference book. Traversing snowy mountain passes, vast, forbidding deserts and stormy seas,
these ancient trade routes were about much more than the movement of goods, they paved the way for an
unprecedented period of cultural exchange, diplomacy and conflict creating a legacy that continues to
affect global geopolitics in the 21st century. Forged over millennia through a desire for enterprise,
the Silk Roads have had an profound influence on Eurasia and beyond, connecting cultures, languages,
customs and religions. And with China now working to reopen this ancient trade network, the time is
right to shine a new light on its history and impact. This edition has been updated with an expanded
chapter on China's efforts to reopen this ancient trade network through the Belt and Road Initiative and
the many impacts it has had along the way, from its ambitious infrastructure projects to new cities
emerging along its route to the growth of a digital silk road, Geordie Torr examines the profound
impacts of the revival of the world's greatest trading route. With helpful timelines and useful
information boxes, The Silk Roads gives you everything you need to master the history of this world-

changing region.
The Silk Road Feb 29 2020 A spellbinding novel about transience and mortality, by one of the most
original voices in American literature The Silk Road begins on a mat in yoga class, deep within a
labyrinth on a settlement somewhere in the icy north, under the canny guidance of Jee Moon. When someone
fails to arise from corpse pose, the Astronomer, the Archivist, the Botanist, the Keeper, the
Topologist, the Geographer, the Iceman, and the Cook remember the paths that brought them there—paths on
which they still seem to be traveling. The Silk Road also begins in rivalrous skirmishing for favor, in
the protected Eden of childhood, and it ends in the harrowing democracy of mortality, in sickness and
loss and death. Kathryn Davis’s sleight of hand brings the past, present, and future forward into
brilliant coexistence; in an endlessly shifting landscape, her characters make their way through
ruptures, grief, and apocalypse, from existence to nonexistence, from embodiment to pure spirit. Since
the beginning of her extraordinary career, Davis has been fascinated by journeys. Her books have been
shaped around road trips, walking tours, hegiras, exiles: and now, in this triumphant novel, a
pilgrimage. The Silk Road is her most explicitly allegorical novel and also her most profound vehicle;
supple and mesmerizing, the journey here is not undertaken by a single protagonist but by a community of
separate souls—a family, a yoga class, a generation. Its revelations are ravishing and desolating.
Foreign Devils on the Silk Road Jul 04 2020 The Silk Road, which linked imperial Rome and distant
China, was once the greatest thoroughfare on earth. Along it travelled precious cargoes of silk, gold,
and ivory, as well as revolutionary new ideas. Its oasis towns blossomed into thriving centres of
Buddhist art and learning. In time it began to decline. The traffic slowed, the merchants left, and
finally its towns vanished beneath the desert sands to be forgotten for a thousand years. But legends
grew up of lost cities filled with treasurees and guarded by demons. In the early years of the 20th
century, foreign explorers began to investigate these legends, and very soon an international race began
for the art treasures of the Silk Road. Huge wall paintings, sculptures, and priceless manuscripts were
carried away, literally by the ton, and are today scattered through the museums of a dozen countries.
Peter Hopkirk tells the story of the intrepid men who, at great personal risk, led these long-range
archaeological raids, incurring the undying wrath of the Chinese.
Foreign Devils on the Silk Road Mar 12 2021 The Silk Road, which linked imperial Rome and distant
China, was once the greatest thoroughfare on earth. Along it travelled precious cargoes of silk, gold
and ivory, as well as revolutionary new ideas. Its oasis towns blossomed into thriving centres of
Buddhist art and learning. In time it began to decline. The traffic slowed, the merchants left and
finally its towns vanished beneath the desert sands to be forgotten for a thousand years. But legends
grew up of lost cities filled with treasures and guarded by demons. In the early years of the last
century foreign explorers began to investigate these legends, and very soon an international race began
for the art treasures of the Silk Road. Huge wall paintings, sculptures and priceless manuscripts were
carried away, literally by the ton, and are today scattered through the museums of a dozen countries.
Peter Hopkirk tells the story of the intrepid men who, at great personal risk, led these long-range
archaeological raids, incurring the undying wrath of the Chinese.
A Single Pebble Apr 12 2021 In 9th century China, a little girl sends a small jade pebble to travel
with her father along the Silk Road. The pebble passes from his hand all the way to the Republic of
Venice, the end of the Silk Road, where a boy cherishes it and sees the value of this gift from a girl
at the end of the road. A Neal Porter Book
In Quest of the Buddha Oct 07 2020
The Silk Route May 26 2022 Silk has long been considered a symbol of wealth and luxury. But thousands
of years ago, the production of silk cloth was one of China's most prized secrets. So how did silk
become one of the most sought-after materials in the world? With lavish illustrations and a highly
informative text, The Silk Route traces the early history of the silk trade-from the mulberry groves of
China to the marketplace in Byzantium-and explores how two of the world's greatest empires were brought
together, forever opening the channels of commerce between East and West.
Song of the Silk Road Jan 10 2021 In this richly imaginative novel, Mingmei Yip--author of Peach
Blossom Pavilion and Petals From the Sky--follows one woman's daunting journey along China's fabled Silk
Road. As a girl growing up in Hong Kong, Lily Lin was captivated by photographs of the desert--its long,
lonely vistas and shifting sand dunes. Now living in New York, Lily is struggling to finish her graduate
degree when she receives an astonishing offer. An aunt she never knew existed will pay Lily a huge sum
to travel across China's desolate Taklamakan Desert--and carry out a series of tasks along the way.
Intrigued, Lily accepts. Her assignments range from the dangerous to the bizarre. Lily must seduce a
monk. She must scrape a piece of clay from the famous Terracotta Warriors, and climb the Mountains of
Heaven to gather a rare herb. At Xian, her first stop, Lily meets Alex, a young American with whom she
forms a powerful connection. And soon, she faces revelations that will redefine her past, her destiny,
and the shocking truth behind her aunt's motivations. . . Powerful and eloquent, Song of the Silk Road
is a captivating story of self-discovery, resonant with the mysteries of its haunting, exotic landscape.
Shadow of the Silk Road Jul 28 2022 Shadow of the Silk Road records a journey along the greatest land
route on earth. Out of the heart of China into the mountains of Central Asia, across northern
Afghanistan and the plains of Iran and into Kurdish Turkey, Colin Thubron covers some seven thousand
miles in eight months. Making his way by local bus, truck, car, donkey cart and camel, he travels from
the tomb of the Yellow Emperor, the mythic progenitor of the Chinese people, to the ancient port of
Antioch—in perhaps the most difficult and ambitious journey he has undertaken in forty years of travel.
The Silk Road is a huge network of arteries splitting and converging across the breadth of Asia. To
travel it is to trace the passage not only of trade and armies but also of ideas, religions and

inventions. But alongside this rich and astonishing past, Shadow of the Silk Road is also about Asia
today: a continent of upheaval. One of the trademarks of Colin Thubron's travel writing is the beauty of
his prose; another is his gift for talking to people and getting them to talk to him. Shadow of the Silk
Road encounters Islamic countries in many forms. It is about changes in China, transformed since the
Cultural Revolution. It is about false nationalisms and the world's discontented margins, where the true
boundaries are not political borders but the frontiers of tribe, ethnicity, language and religion. It is
a magnificent and important account of an ancient world in modern ferment.
Singapore and the Silk Road of the Sea, 1300_1800 May 14 2021 Beneath the modern skyscrapers of
Singapore lie the remains of a much older trading port, prosperous and cosmopolitan and a key node in
the maritime Silk Road. This book synthesizes 25 years of archaeological research to reconstruct the
14th-century port of Singapore in greater detail than is possible for any other early Southeast Asian
city. The picture that emerges is of a port where people processed raw materials, used money, and had
specialized occupations. Within its defensive wall, the city was well organized and prosperous, with a
cosmopolitan population that included residents from China, other parts of Southeast Asia, and the
Indian Ocean. Fully illustrated, with more than 300 maps and colour photos, Singapore and the Silk Road
of the Sea presents Singapore's history in the context of Asia's long-distance maritime trade in the
years between 1300 and 1800: it amounts to a dramatic new understanding of Singapore's pre-colonial
past.
Shadow of the Silk Road Oct 19 2021 Colin Thurbon’s beautiful prose unfolds along the Silk Road,
unearthing a richly layered past on his most ambitious journey. On buses, donkey carts, trains, jeeps
and camels, Colin Thubron traces the drifts of the first great trade route out of the heart of China
into the mountains of Central Asia, across northern Afghanistan and the plains of Iran into Kurdish
Turkey. A magnificent account of an ancient world in modern ferment, Thubron covers over 7000 miles in
eight months enduring a near-miss with a drunk-driver, incarceration in a Chinese cell, and undergoing
root canal treatment without anaesthetic, along the way. VINTAGE VOYAGES: A world of journeys, from the
tallest mountains to the depths of the mind
The Silk Road in World History Apr 24 2022 The ancient trade routes that made up the Silk Road were
some of the great conduits of cultural and material exchange in world history. In this intriguing book,
Xinru Liu reveals both why and how this long-distance trade in luxury goods emerged in the late third
century BCE, following its story through to the Mongol conquest. Liu starts with China's desperate need
for what the Chinese called "the heavenly horses" of Central Asia, and describes how the traders who
brought these horses also brought other exotic products, some all the way from the Mediterranean.
Likewise, the Roman Empire, as a result of its imperial ambition as well as the desire of its citizens
for Chinese silk, responded with easterly explorations for trade. The book shows how the middle men, the
Kushan Empire, spread Buddhism to China. Missionaries and pilgrims facilitated cave temples along the
mountainous routes and monasteries in various oases and urban centers, forming the backbone of the Silk
Road. The author also explains how Islamic and Mongol conquerors in turn controlled the various routes
until the rise of sea travel diminished their importance.
The Silk Roads Nov 07 2020 Set your sails east with this stunningly original new history of the world.
Peter Frankopan explores the connections made by people, trade, disease, war, religion, adventure,
science and technology in this extraordinary book about how the east married the west with a remarkable
voyage at its heart – the journey along the Silk Roads. From ancient world laws laid down by King
Hammurabi and the mighty Persian empire, to terrifying huns, the rise of Europe, two world wars and
politics today, The Silk Roads moves through time and history sewing together the threads from different
peoples, empires and continents into a phenomenal history of the globe. With stories from each and every
corner of society, Frankopan's magnificent retelling of his literary triumph The Silk Roads, sumptuously
illustrated by Neil Packer, is a must-have world history.
The Silk Road Jul 16 2021 The Silk Road. We have a hazy mental image: a lone traveler carrying silk on
a camel moves along a desert. Where exactly is he going and what goods is he carrying? This book offers
concrete answers based on newly discovered documents preserved in the sands of the Taklamakan Desert. It
isamazing what has been dug up, and how the new materials - both documents and artifacts - radically
challenge our understanding of the Silk Road. Historians have only recently begun to piece together and
make sense of these materials, which give a far clearer picture of actual Silk Road.Placing these
documentary finds at the heart of the narrative, this book also tells the story of the different
explorers who found these documents, and it teases out the implications of these documents for our
understanding of the Silk Road. (We learn, for example, that the Silk "Road" was notreally a road, and
that no one used the term "Silk Road" in the past.) The book focuses on the seven most important Silk
Road sites that have produced document and objects from the Silk Road. Six (Niya, Kucha, Turfan,
Dunhuang, Khotan, and Xi'an) are located in northwest China; the seventh,Samarkand, is in modern
Uzbekistan. This college edition includes a selection of excerpted primary sources in each chapter. The
range is enormous: memoirs of medieval Chinese monks and modern explorers, letters written by women,
descriptions of towns, language-learning materials for traveling monks, and contracts, among
others.Instructors can select the documents they find most interesting to discuss in class; students can
use these materials write papers. Many of these are difficult to find, and the author has checked all
the translations to enhance their readability.The college edition also includes a new final chapter that
examines the Silk Road during the period of Mongol rule (to c. 1400 CE).
An Economic History of the Silk Industry, 1830-1930 Mar 31 2020 A history of the growth of the world
silk industry.
Women of the Silk Sep 29 2022 Sent by her family to work in a silk factory just prior to World War II,

young Pei grows to womanhood, working fifteen-hour days and sending her pay to the family who abandoned
her
Flora of the Silk Road Dec 29 2019 The Silk Road - a name that has enchanted for centuries. Yet a well
kept secret, even today, is that this fabled route linking Europe with Asia is also the most spectacular
floral region on earth. Chris and Basak Gardner offer a unique pictorial celebration of the plants and
scenery to be found along its 5,000 miles. Embracing Turkey, Syria, Lebanon, Iran, Central Asia and
China, more than five hundred of the finest wild flowers are depicted together with the beautiful
landscapes in which these botanical paradises are found. With an accompanying text giving descriptions
of the species, plant families and their distribution, as well as information on photographing plants in
the wild, this unique book will amaze and delight not only those with an interest in the spectacular and
legendary landscapes that form the Silk Road but also plantsmen and horticulturalists worldwide.
Journeys Along the Silk Road May 02 2020 "An extraordinary. beautiful poetic journey through the
countries of the Silk Road. Highly Recommended." Karen Jones Journeys Along the Silk Road is a
fascinating poetic journey meandering along the ancient Silk Road featuring some of most exciting poets
of our generation. The poems in the book reflect the great diversity of the cultures and people of the
Silk Road. Drawn from countries traditionally associated with the ancient road they offer a fascinating
snapshot of life along the Silk Road in the twenty-first century. In its long history the Silk Road has
seen empires rise and fall. The Silk Road has witnessed times of conflict and peace carrying a variety
of exotic trade goods such as silks and spices from Asia into Europe and Africa and back again. The Silk
Road brought new cultures, religions, languages with it, forever changing the countries it passed
through. Today the Silk Road runs through many different sovereign states: the economic sleeping tiger
nations, war zones, peaceful democratic countries and military dictatorships. This anthology takes the
reader on a fascinating journey of discovery through these countries and beyond.
The History of Central Asia Aug 24 2019 The Age of the Silk Roads (c 200 BC- c 900 AD) shaped the
course of the future. The foundation by the Han dynasty of an extensive network of interlinking trade
routes, collectively known as the Silk Road, led to an explosion of cultural and commercial transactions
across Central Asia that had a profound impact on civilization. In this second volume of his
authoritative history of the region, Christoph Baumer explores the unique flow of goods, peoples and
ideas along the dusty tracks and wandering caravan routes that brought European and Mediterranean orbits
into contact with Asia. The Silk Roads, the author shows, enabled the spread across the known world of
Christianity, Manichaeism, Buddhism and Islam, just as earlier they had caused Roman citizens to crave
the exotic silk goods of the mysterious Far East. Tracing the rise and fall of empires, this richly
illustrated book charts the ebb and flow of epic history: the bitter rivalry of Rome and Parthia; the
lucrative mercantile empire of the Sogdians; the founding of Samarkand; and Chinese defeat at the Battle
of Talas (751 AD) by the forces of Islam.
The Silk Road Sep 17 2021 The Silk Road is as iconic in world history as the Colossus of Rhodes or the
Suez Canal. But what was it, exactly? It conjures up a hazy image of a caravan of camels laden with silk
on a dusty desert track, reaching from China to Rome. The reality was different--and far more
interesting--as revealed in this new history. In The Silk Road, Valerie Hansen describes the remarkable
archeological finds that revolutionize our understanding of these trade routes. For centuries, key
records remained hidden--sometimes deliberately buried by bureaucrats for safe keeping. But the sands of
the Taklamakan Desert have revealed fascinating material, sometimes preserved by illiterate locals who
recycled official documents to make insoles for shoes or garments for the dead. Hansen explores seven
oases along the road, from Xi'an to Samarkand, where merchants, envoys, pilgrims, and travelers mixed in
cosmopolitan communities, tolerant of religions from Buddhism to Zoroastrianism. There was no single,
continuous road, but a chain of markets that traded between east and west. China and the Roman Empire
had very little direct trade. China's main partners were the peoples of modern-day Iran, whose tombs in
China reveal much about their Zoroastrian beliefs. Silk was not the most important good on the road;
paper, invented in China before Julius Caesar was born, had a bigger impact in Europe, while metals,
spices, and glass were just as important as silk. Perhaps most significant of all was the road's
transmission of ideas, technologies, and artistic motifs. The Silk Road is a fascinating story of
archeological discovery, cultural transmission, and the intricate chains across Central Asia and China.
Traveling the Silk Road Jun 02 2020 Spanning the Eurasian continent and thousands of years, the Silk
Road was an incredible network of trade routes, but wares were far from the only goods exchanged on its
expanses. People from many lands travelled the passages of the Silk Road and with them they brought
their religion, culture, art, music, cuisine, technology and way of life. Silk from China was brought to
Rome, glass from Baghdad found its way to Mongolia. Buddhism spread from India outward, the Koran
travelled thousands of miles. And with each stop, a new variation was made on the object or idea that
found itself in a new place. Travelling the Silk Road follows this transition and transmission of wares
and culture from Xi'an, China, to Turfan, China, on to Samarkand in Uzbekistan, then Baghdad in Iraq and
finally to Istanbul, Turkey and the sea routes around the continent. This truly epic journey is
illustrated with amazing artwork, texts and artefacts found in archaeological sites all along the road.
The Silk Road: A Very Short Introduction Feb 20 2022 The Silk Road: A Very Short Introduction is a new
look at an ancient subject: the silk road that linked China, India, Persia and the Mediterranean across
the expanses of Central Asia. James A. Millward highlights unusual but important biological,
technological and cultural exchanges over the silk roads that stimulated development across Eurasia and
underpin civilization in our modern, globalized world.
Religions of the Silk Road Aug 05 2020 Drawing on the latest research and scholarship, this newly
revised and updated edition of Religions of the Silk Road explores the majestically fabled cities and

exotic peoples that make up the romantic notions of the colonial era while examining how cultural
traditions also travelled to the people encounted on the Silk Road.
A History of the Silk Road Feb 08 2021 The Silk Road is not a place, but a journey, a route from the
edges of the Mediterranean to the central plains of China, through high mountains and inhospitable
deserts. For thousands of years its history has been a traveler's history, of brief encounters in desert
towns, snowbound passes and nameless forts. It was the conduit that first brought Buddhism, Christianity
and Islam into China, and the site of much of the "Great Game" between 19th-century empires. Today, its
central section encompasses several former Soviet republics, and the Chinese Autonomous Region of
Xinjiang. The ancient trade route controversially crosses the sites of several forgotten kingdoms,
buried in sand and only now revealing their secrets. A History of the Silk Road not only offers the
reader a chronological outline of the region's development, but also provides an invaluable introduction
to its languages, literature, and arts. It takes a comprehensive and illuminating look at the rich
history of this dynamic and little known region, and provides an easy-to-use reference source. Clements
pays particular attention to the fascinating historical sites which feature on any visitor's itinerary
and special emphasis is also given to the writings and reactions of travelers through the centuries.
The Silk Roads Aug 29 2022 Far more than a history of the Silk Roads, this book is truly a revelatory
new history of the world, promising to destabilize notions of where we come from and where we are headed
next. From the Middle East and its political instability to China and its economic rise, the vast region
stretching eastward from the Balkans across the steppe and South Asia has been thrust into the global
spotlight in recent years. Frankopan teaches us that to understand what is at stake for the cities and
nations built on these intricate trade routes, we must first understand their astounding pasts.
Frankopan realigns our understanding of the world, pointing us eastward. It was on the Silk Roads that
East and West first encountered each other through trade and conquest, leading to the spread of ideas,
cultures and religions. From the rise and fall of empires to the spread of Buddhism and the advent of
Christianity and Islam, right up to the great wars of the twentieth century—this book shows how the fate
of the West has always been inextricably linked to the East. Also available: The New Silk Roads, a
timely exploration of the dramatic and profound changes our world is undergoing right now—as seen from
the perspective of the rising powers of the East.
Oriental Rugs of the Silk Route Nov 27 2019 The Silk Route was an ancient caravan route that began at
the Golden Horn in present-day Istanbul and extended through the Caucasus, Iran, Afghanistan, and
Central Asia to China and its seaports. It was through this caravan route, perhaps as long ago as the
fourth century a.d. that goods of European manufacturers were introduced to remote villages and
settlements. Here they were traded for indigenous exotic items such as silk, spices, and the subject of
this luxurious and authoritative volume-oriental rugs. Oriental Rugs of the Silk Route, by John B.
Gregorian, president of one of the oldest and largest oriental rug institutions in North America,
provides an illustrated tour of the modern-day oriental rug-making centers of the Silk Route. A
compelling text and stunning color photography complemented by vintage black-and-white images transport
you to Middle Eastern villages and cities, revealing the rug-making culture and process there. From
colorfully dressed peasants tending sheep, carding wool, and boiling natural dyes in Turkey and India's
remote rug-weaving villages and trading centers to the sophisticated showrooms and the Grand Bazaar of
Istanbul, as well as mosques, temples, restaurants, and homes where beautiful rugs are on display, this
visually rich and authoritative volume travels behind the scenes of the mysterious, exotic cultures
famous for this centuries-old art form. Chapters cover the history and lore of the Silk Route and the
famous weaving centers of India and Turkey, relating stories of the weavers, dyers, and merchants;
superstitions; religious symbolism, and Middle Eastern aesthetics. Also included is a wealth of rug
examples and information on the rugs themselves, such as rug types, dyes, symbology, weaving techniques,
and knots. There is also professional advice for rug buyers: an assessment of the rug-making industry
today; a complete guide to evaluating and purchasing a rug; a discussion of buying and trading customs;
and helpful tips on negotiating abroad as well as on decorating with oriental rugs throughout the home.
A glossary provides definitions of oriental rug terminology, while an appendix rounds out the book with
a complete discussion of cleaning and repair. At once a unique journey to the world's finest oriental
rug-making centers and an authoritative reference, Oriental Rugs of the Silk Route is captivating,
informative reading for beginning and knowledgeable rug enthusiasts and travelers alike.
The Silk Road Dec 09 2020 Describes the history, geography, culture, and people of the legendary trade
route that extended between China and the Mediterranean Sea.
Women of the Silk Oct 31 2022 In Women of the Silk Gail Tsukiyama takes her readers back to rural China
in 1926, where a group of women forge a sisterhood amidst the reeling machines that reverberate and
clamor in a vast silk factory from dawn to dusk. Leading the first strike the village has ever seen, the
young women use the strength of their ambition, dreams, and friendship to achieve the freedom they could
never have hoped for on their own. Tsukiyama's graceful prose weaves the details of "the silk work" and
Chinese village life into a story of courage and strength.
Silk, Slaves, and Stupas Jun 14 2021 Following her bestselling Life Along the Silk Road, Susan
Whitfield widens her exploration of the great cultural highway with a new captivating portrait focusing
on material things. Silk, Slaves, and Stupas tells the stories of ten very different objects,
considering their interaction with the peoples and cultures of the Silk Road—those who made them,
carried them, received them, used them, sold them, worshipped them, and, in more recent times, bought
them, conserved them, and curated them. From a delicate pair of earrings from a steppe tomb to a massive
stupa deep in Central Asia, a hoard of Kushan coins stored in an Ethiopian monastery to a Hellenistic
glass bowl from a southern Chinese tomb, and a fragment of Byzantine silk wrapping the bones of a French

saint to a Bactrian ewer depicting episodes from the Trojan War, these objects show us something of the
cultural diversity and interaction along these trading routes of Afro-Eurasia. Exploring the labor,
tools, materials, and rituals behind these various objects, Whitfield infuses her narrative with
delightful details as the objects journey through time, space, and meaning. Silk, Slaves, and Stupas is
a lively, visual, and tangible way to understand the Silk Road and the cultural, economic, and technical
changes of the late antique and medieval worlds.
The New Silk Roads Jan 22 2022 From the bestselling author of The Silk Roads comes a new, timely, and
visionary book about the dramatic and profound changes our world is undergoing right now--as seen from
the perspective of the rising powers of the East. "All roads used to lead to Rome. Now they lead to
Beijing." So argues Peter Frankopan in this revelatory new book. In the age of Brexit and Trump, the
West is buffeted by the tides of isolationism and fragmentation. Yet to the East, this is a moment of
optimism as a new network of relationships takes shape along the ancient trade routes. In The New Silk
Roads, Peter Frankopan takes us on an eye-opening journey through the region, from China's breathtaking
infrastructure investments to the flood of trade deals among Central Asian republics to the growing
rapprochement between Turkey and Russia. This important book asks us to put aside our preconceptions and
see the world from a new--and ultimately hopeful--perspective.
The Silk Road Nov 19 2021 Covering five thousand years of history and delving deeply into the archives
the British Museum and other famous collections of art and antiquities, this fascinating tour of a
storied trade route introduces readers to the sights, sounds, smells, and tastes of this legendary
trail. (History)
The Silk Roads Oct 26 2019 A look at the cultural, or intercultural, exchange that took place in the
Silk Roads and the role this has played in the shaping of cultures and civilizations.
Journeys on the Silk Road Mar 24 2022 When a Chinese monk broke into a hidden cave in 1900, he
uncovered one of the world’s great literary secrets: a time capsule from the ancient Silk Road. Inside,
scrolls were piled from floor to ceiling, undisturbed for a thousand years. The gem within was the
Diamond Sutra of AD 868. This key Buddhist teaching, made 500 years before Gutenberg inked his press, is
the world’s oldest printed book. The Silk Road once linked China with the Mediterranean. It conveyed
merchants, pilgrims and ideas. But its cultures and oases were swallowed by shifting sands. Central to
the Silk Road’s rediscovery was a man named Aurel Stein, a Hungarian-born scholar and archaeologist
employed by the British service. Undaunted by the vast Gobi Desert, Stein crossed thousands of desolate
miles with his fox terrier Dash. Stein met the Chinese monk and secured the Diamond Sutra and much more.
The scroll’s journey—by camel through arid desert, by boat to London’s curious scholars, by train to
evade the bombs of World War II—merges an explorer’s adventures, political intrigue, and continued
controversy. The Diamond Sutra has inspired Jack Kerouac and the Dalai Lama. Its journey has coincided
with the growing appeal of Buddhism in the West. As the Gutenberg Age cedes to the Google Age, the
survival of the Silk Road’s greatest treasure is testament to the endurance of the written word.
Life Along the Silk Road Aug 17 2021 "In this long-awaited second edition, Susan Whitfield expands her
trailblazing exploration of the Silk Road and broadens her rich and varied portrait of life along the
great premodern trade routes of Eurasia. This new edition is comprehensively updated to support further
understanding of themes relevant to global and comparative history. In the first 1,000 years after
Christ, merchants, missionaries, monks, mendicants, and military men traveled on the vast network of
Central Asian tracks that became known as the Silk Road. Whitfield recounts the lives of twelve
individuals who lived at different times during this period, including two new characters: an African
shipmaster and a Persian traveler and writer during the Arab caliphate. With these additional tales,
Whitfield extends both geographical and chronological scope, bringing into view the maritime links
across the Indian Ocean and depicting the network of north-south routes from the Baltic to the Gulf.
Throughout the narrative, Whitfield conveys a strong sense of what life was like for ordinary men and
women on the Silk Road, the individuals usually forgotten to history. A work of great scholarship, Life
along the Silk Road continues to be extremely accessible and entertaining"--Provided by publisher.
The Silk Roads Dec 21 2021 'Spellbinding ... a pitch-perfect treasure' LoveReading4KidsSet your sails
east with this stunningly original new history of the world.Peter Frankopan, number one bestselling
author and historian, explores the connections made by people, trade, disease, war, religion, adventure,
science and technology in this extraordinary book about how the east married the west with a remarkable
voyage at its heart - the journey along the Silk Roads.From ancient world laws laid down by King
Hammurabi and the mighty Persian empire, to terrifying huns, the rise of Europe, two world wars and
politics today, The Silk Roads illustrated edition moves through time and history sewing together the
threads from different peoples, empires and continents into a phenomenal history of the globe.With
stories from each and every corner of society, Frankopan's magnificent brand new text based on his
literary triumph The Silk Roads, sumptuously illustrated by Neil Packer, is a must-have world
history.'An extraordinarily vivid book on an often-neglected corner of history' Inis Reading Guide 'Not
just children, but people of any age will find this book an absorbing read' New York Journal of Books
'Peter Frankopan's text is pitched at exactly the right level for children to read and for adults to
share with them. The illustrations of Neil Packer are completely captivating ... this is a perfect
marriage and a book to treasure'Armadillo magazine 'Studded with stylish, evocative illustrations from
Neil Packer ... this is an ambitious account that nevertheless tackles big themes in a friendly,
accessible way'History Revealed magazine
The Silk Road Jun 22 2019 "Evocative and enigmatic, the Silk Road occupies a unique place in
contemporary culture and international affairs. Across the world, it has captured the imagination as a
story of camel caravans crossing desert and mountain, of precious goods moving between East and West,

and of ideas, religions and technologies migrating across land and sea. As China seeks to "revive" the
Silk Roads for the twenty-first century, this compelling, yet poorly understood, narrative of history
now serves as a platform for building trade, diplomatic, infrastructure and geopolitical connections.
"The Silk Road: Connecting Histories and Futures" is the first book to critically investigate the merits
and problems of this fabled geocultural narrative of history, and map out the role it plays in
international affairs. Four thematic sections trace its rise to global fame as a domain of scholarship
and foreign policy, a celebration of peace and internationalism, and how it created dreams of
exploration and grand adventure. China's Health Silk Road and civilizational politics are among the
themes discussed that open up the Silk Roads as a space for critical enquiry"-Empires of the Silk Road Jun 26 2022 The first complete history of Central Eurasia from ancient times
to the present day, Empires of the Silk Road represents a fundamental rethinking of the origins,
history, and significance of this major world region. Christopher Beckwith describes the rise and fall
of the great Central Eurasian empires, including those of the Scythians, Attila the Hun, the Turks and
Tibetans, and Genghis Khan and the Mongols. In addition, he explains why the heartland of Central
Eurasia led the world economically, scientifically, and artistically for many centuries despite
invasions by Persians, Greeks, Arabs, Chinese, and others. In retelling the story of the Old World from
the perspective of Central Eurasia, Beckwith provides a new understanding of the internal and external
dynamics of the Central Eurasian states and shows how their people repeatedly revolutionized Eurasian
civilization. Beckwith recounts the Indo-Europeans' migration out of Central Eurasia, their mixture with
local peoples, and the resulting development of the Graeco-Roman, Persian, Indian, and Chinese
civilizations; he details the basis for the thriving economy of premodern Central Eurasia, the economy's
disintegration following the region's partition by the Chinese and Russians in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, and the damaging of Central Eurasian culture by Modernism; and he discusses the
significance for world history of the partial reemergence of Central Eurasian nations after the collapse
of the Soviet Union. Empires of the Silk Road places Central Eurasia within a world historical framework
and demonstrates why the region is central to understanding the history of civilization.
The Silk House Jul 24 2019 Weaving. Healing. Haunting. The spellbinding story of a mysterious boarding
school sheltering a centuries-old secret... Australian history teacher Thea Rust arrives at an exclusive
boarding school in the British countryside only to find that she is to look after the first intake of
girls in its 150-year history. She is to stay with them in Silk House, a building with a long and
troubled past. In the late 1700s, Rowan Caswell leaves her village to work in the home of an English
silk merchant. She is thrust into a new and dangerous world where her talent for herbs and healing soon
attracts attention. In London, Mary-Louise Stephenson lives amid the clatter of the weaving trade and
dreams of becoming a silk designer, a job that is the domain of men. A length of fabric she weaves with
a pattern of deadly flowers will have far-reaching consequences for all who dwell in the silk house.
Intoxicating, haunting and inspired by the author's background, THE SILK HOUSE is an exceptional gothic
mystery. 'The ghostly stories of three women who had all spent time at a mysterious boarding school are
beautifully woven together in this spellbinding tale. An exceptional gothic mystery' Woman's Day 'This
spellbinding story intertwines three strong, fearless women in the pursuit of fulfilling their dreams'
Family Circle 'The stories of three fascinating women weave seamlessly together in this atmospheric book
set against the sumptuous backdrop of the eighteenth-century silk trade... a mystery that is so
compelling I found myself racing towards the final pages. Utterly spellbinding' NATASHA LESTER
**Contains BONUS extract from Kayte's heartbreaking love story and mystery, THE LAST REUNION**
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